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The Pilot Bust: Low-Poly Head Modeling

       The Pilot Bust: Low-Poly 
Head Modeling  

                 This lesson will show you how to create a low-poly human head model quickly. The human 
head is probably one of the most complex model types there is, and later in Chapter 9   

we will explore a more detailed and realistic head model. For this lesson, our goal is simply 
to create a quick-and-easy pilot to include with the Sopwith Camel biplane we created in the 
previous chapter. This model is meant for a distant camera shot, so minimal detail and texturing 
is required. 

 CHAPTER 7 
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    Starting the Scene Setup File 
   To make this lesson easier and to avoid complications, I provided a scene fi le complete with 
proper camera setup and template placement ready to begin modeling. You can even save this 
fi le and use it for future modeling projects by simple swapping out the template image. Begin 
by opening mayaGames/Ch07_PilotBust/scenes/startScene.ma.  

    Step 1: Getting Started 
    About the Template Images 
   We are now going to create a simple model of a human head. This model is not meant for facial 
animation such as lip-sync, so we do not need to be overly concerned with necessary edge 
loops around the eyes and mouth. We’ll use a box modeling technique for this model. 

   The template to start with has already been set up for you. You will notice the two template 
planes, front and side views; you will also notice in the sourceimages folder that I have included, 
along with   three other template versions to be used throughout the modeling process. Each 
template simply shows where the edges should be created as you work through this lesson.

            TIP      :     As you become more experienced at modeling, you will fi nd that keeping all of your 
template images on one map will save you time when setting up template shaders. You 
will see why this becomes a time-saver as we progress through this lesson .     

          

      The Box Modeling Progression 
   From a simple box mesh, you will extrude, push, and split vertices to eventually create the pilot 
bust model. Like the lesson earlier where we modeled the biplane, I cannot stress enough how 
important it is to fi nd and use reference images when modeling. I purposely did not include any 
for this lesson, as I want you to search online for a few images yourself.
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    Step 2: Beginning the Modeling Process 

              
    Creating a Poly Cube 
          ●      Width, Height, Depth set to 24 units (we’ll scale it down later).  
      ●      Under the Inputs Channel, set 
     Width: 0, Height: 1.5, Depth: 0.  
     Subdivision Width: 2, Height: 5, Depth: 2.      

            TIP      :     I prefer to keep my vertice count very low when modeling. Beginner modelers often 
overcomplicate their modeling by adding all of the vertice edges right from the beginning. 
This is a mistake, and it will make creating the general shape mass much more diffi  cult .     

        HINT:           Try to think of box modeling like cutting a sculpture from wood. Block out the major mass 
shape fi rst, and slowly chip away at the details afterward .     

      Scaling the Cube 
   Now we will move the cube to match the template and begin scaling the shape to match.
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      ●      Moving the cube up Y-26 will place it in the correct position.  
      ●      Selecting the second row of vertices from the bottom, I scale them uniformly inward to 

create the chin-neck area. Scale in the top vertices to begin shaping the top of the head too.   

           
   Select the vertices down the middle of the cube, and scale the Z axis to match the side template.

           

   Do the same for the middle vertices on the side of the head to round out the head shape.  

    Creating the Eye Sockets 
   You will be creating extrudes   and split polygons all the way.
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   Scale one Eye Socket face using the Extrude tool.

           

   After shaping them more rectangular, I do one more extrude to create the eye cavity.

           

   I add a new split between the eye, nose, and chin to begin shaping the nose and mouth region.
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    Pixel Pusher 
   Yep, this is where the term comes from. It’s the heart of a modeler’s life—pushing vertices to and 
fro as you try new ways of shaping polys to improve your workfl ow.

           

   Now I spend some time shaping all the vertices into a visually pleasing head shape. This is 
a good practice for hand-eye coordination, as will become evident later on when we begin 
working in digital sculpting.
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   It’s okay if you do more detailing to just one side of the head, as long as it’s on the same side. We 
can delete half of the head and duplicate a mirror geometry section afterward.

           
   Mirroring geometry is a big part of box modeling, especially when it comes to character 
modeling because both sides of the model tend to be symmetrical. 

      ●      Mesh      �      Mirror Geometry      �      Options.  
      ●      Select the appropriate axis direction.   
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   Although the mesh is one object, it has open seams that require  “ merging. ” 

           

      ●      Select the vertices down the middle of the head.  
      ●      Edit Mesh      �      Merge      �      Options.  
      ●      Setting a low value like .002 will allow you to merge the selection at one time.   
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   We are now toward the end of modeling this template and are ready to go to the next level.

            

    Adding Further Details 
   More splitting and extruding will continue to develop our head shape.

           

   Now I have added more details to the lips, added a horizontal split through the eyes to allow 
me to form them into a more oval shape, and will begin to defi ne the chin line and cheek crease 
regions.
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   Try to work both sides of the mesh simultaneously using the scale, rather than translating vertices. 
Take your time at this stage, and rough in all of the features such as the nose, neck, and chin areas.

            

    A Word about Triangles and Quads 
   At times you will fi nd it easiest to split faces, creating a triangle rather than a quad. That’s okay 
for now, and don’t stress too much over it. Too many times modelers focus on quads, although 
I fi nd in the early stage it’s more important to get the general shape in place fi rst. We can clean 
up triangles later. One way to watch your character’s face take shape is to apply a smooth to 
the mesh. Doing so will point out specifi c details and maybe call attention to issues you have 
overlooked, such as multiple faces on top of each other (happens often to beginners) or maybe 
open vertice faces too.
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   I’ve worked out much of the defi nition now, and I am ready to begin taking this model to the 
next level. I have a few triangles and even n-gons (broken edge loops). Again, all of these will be 
cleaned up and addressed momentarily.

          

           

   Our head is really taking shape now, and we can begin to add fi ner details to the mouth, eyes, 
and nose regions.
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        SUGGESTION:           Although ears are not required on this model, you may decide to add them 
should you consider using this head for a more detailed closeup model afterward. But it is not 
necessary that you do so, as this will add more work than is required for this lesson .     

   Because this model will have a leather fl ight helmet and goggles, we do not need to spend 
much time on the facial features. Also, this is intended to be a low-resolution model for distance 
shots, not camera closeups.

           

   I continue shaping and fi nessing details. I have also extruded the bottom faces and scaled them 
outward to create the shoulder and upper chest mass. I’ll be adding one more later to prepare 
the basic torso shape.  

    Modeling Trick 
   At this stage, I like to make a duplicate head. I create a blend shape and turn it up to 100%. 
Then I take the original and apply a smooth (usually two divisions). Now I can fi ne-tune vertices 
and see them update on the smoother mesh. This is similar to Maya’s Proxy Modeling tool, but 
I prefer this method personally. The only drawback is you cannot split or extrude faces without 
destroying the smoothed version. But for simple fi nessing, this is a quick technique I like to use. 
Once I’m happy, I delete History and delete the smoothed version. 

   You can fi nd out more about this modeling technique by reviewing Chapter 8  , step 3, where I 
describe the process in detail.   

    Part 3: Extruding Clothing and Accessories 
   Before we start creating clothing and accessories, I need to defi ne two methods you can use at 
this time. You can retain your pilot as a low-poly character, keeping the head, helmet, goggles, 
and coat as one simple mesh, or you can build separate assets from the existing head mesh, 
which will allow more freedom and options should you decide to rig and animate your pilot 
later. A separate head mesh will also make creating blend shapes for expressions and lip-syncing 
easier, should you decide to go in that direction. 
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    Creating the Leather Flight Cap 
   Clothing and skull caps are extruded from the base mesh then extracted as a separate mesh to 
be refi ned later. We’ll do that now with the leather cap.

           

      ●      Create a duplicate head, put it onto a layer, and hide the visibility of the layer.  
      ●      Select the faces as shown.   

           

   Extrude the cap shape slightly from the skull.
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      ●      Mesh      �      Extract the cap surface.  
      ●      Delete the head, leaving just the newly created cap.  
      ●      Open the visibility of the duplicate head.   

           

   Continue shaping the cap into a desired look, similar to the images shown here.
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   I apply a smooth to the cap to check the shape and any edge loop issue I may have missed. 
Always remember to revert the Smooth divisions back to 0 and delete History.

           

   Now our mesh is ready for us to add the leather helmet and goggles. We’ll create the helmet by 
using a duplicated head mesh. 

      ●      Select faces surrounding the skullcap.  
      ●      Extrude the face, and pull out slightly using the blue arrow.  
      ●      Reshape some of the vertices on one side to fl ow better with the helmet shape.  
      ●      Extrude an oval ear cover and helmet strap.  
      ●      Now delete the older half of the helmet and mirror geometry.  
      ●      Merge the vertices to ensure a  “ waterproof ”  mesh.  
      ●      Now you can delete the faces of the head, leaving just the helmet.    

   You could keep this as one mesh if you prefer, or you can work on the parts separately and 
combine the accessories to the head mesh when we are fi nished modeling.  

    Creating the Goggles 
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   The glass lens is easy to create. Remember to once again duplicate the head and hide it on a 
layer before modifying the original. Simply model and enlarge the eye socket area as shown to 
create the lens and frame.

           

   Unhide the cap mesh, and add a split loop so you can extrude the leather goggle strap.

           

   Again, extract the newly shaped lens from the head, or simply delete the unwanted faces.
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   You can seam the goggles many ways by creating a simple buckle as I did or by making a more 
elaborate one. Have fun with it.

           

   Here the complete goggles and fl ight cap have been combined and merged into one clean mesh.

           

   Open up the duplicated head once again, and extrude downward to create the upper torso.  

    Building the Pilot’s Coat 
   By now you should be doing well on your own. I have shown and explained many times the 
processes and tools, so I will allow images to guide you along for visual reference. Keep in mind 
that you do not have to adhere to my exact edge loops or   level of detail.
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   Once again, delete the head faces and repair the open hole with the Fill Hole tool or the Append 
Faces tool. This will give you a separate coat mesh.

          

           

    To Fill a Hole 
        1.     Select one edge on the open area of the hole.  
    2.     Mesh      �      Fill Hole.   
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   Select the head mesh’s bottom faces, and do an extrude. Scale and shape the vertices 
accordingly. Get creative here; split and extrude to create a collar shape. Make sure to leave 
some collar overhanging the coat.

           

   Add an edge loop split around the arms to help defi ne the sleeves. Push the sleeve edges 
inward; this will create a crease in the arms.
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      ●      Apply a smooth to the mesh.  
      ●      Increase divisions to 2.    

   Inspect the shape, and look for any open edges that need adjustment. 

      ●      Z back or change divisions to 0, and delete History.  
      ●      Now is a good time to save too.      

    Assembling the Parts 

              

   Back to the original head, let’s delete the body now. Create an edge loop around the collar. 
Select all faces below the collar and delete.

           

   We have completed our fi nal head shape.
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   Here is our completed model. All that remains is UV layout and texturing, which we’ll learn more 
about in Chapter 11  , Texture Mapping Techniques.

           

   I now review my progress so far. The pilot is beginning to take shape. I prefer to make a duplicate 
copy and add a smooth to it so I can see how well the edge loops are defi ning the overall 
shapes.   

    Wrapping Up 
   Of course, you can add simple blockout textures similar to how we textured the Springfi eld rifl e 
in Chapter 4,   or perhaps you want to import in the parts into Mudbox and try your hand at digital 
sculpting.
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   Here is a work-in-progress (WIP) image rendered with a simple three-point lighting setup, which 
is provided within the Bonus Chapter   at the end of this book.                       
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